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The classical transitivity theorem of R. Kadison for C*-algebras is here extended 
to the case of a locally C*-algebra E. As a consequence, within the same context, 
various standard facts referred to the space of representations of E are obtained, 
broadening thus naturally out an earlier framework considered by this author, the 
relevant results being namely obtained hitherto only for bQ locally m-convex 
*-algebras. I? 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Every normed algebra E/N,, aEA, corresponding to a locally 
C*-algebra E [7] is complete and thus a C*-algebra (cf. [12] and 
Proposition 2.1). By means of that, the classical Kadison’s transitivity 
theorem [ll, Theorem 4.9.101 is true for every locally C*-algebra E, in the 
sense that continuous topologically and algebraically irreducible 
*-representations of E are the same (Theorem 2.1). As a consequence, one 
can define the map E: W(E) -+ J7( E) (cf. (2.1)), where 2(E) (: space of 
representations of E) is the set of equivalence classes of all continuous 
topologically irreducible *-representations of E and J(E) the set of 
primitive ideals of E. Thus, one can consider the initial topology r, on 
B(E), the range of c carrying the Jacobson (: hull-kernel) topology. On the 
other hand, for every locally m-convex *-algebra E with a bounded 
approximate identity, 9(E) also carries the final topology zg, induced on it 
by the map 6,: 9$(E) + B(E), where g(E) denotes the nonzero extreme 
points of the set P(E) consisting of all continuous positive linear forms on 
E (cf. [S, p. 683). In this concern, one gets the coincidence of the two 
preceding topologies on W(E) for every locally C*-algebra E 
(Theorem 2.2). Applying this to the enveloping algebra I(E) (cf. [S, 
Definition 4.11) of a locally m-convex *-algebra E, still a locally 
C*-algebra by its definition, one obtains the openness of 6, (Theorem 2.3). 
Furthermore, by passing to tensor products, one takes the continuity of the 
canonical injection %(E)x%?(F) -+.%?(E &,,F) (cf. [6, (5.2)]), for E, F 
locally m-convex *-algebras and t an “admissible topology” on E@ F 
(Proposition 3.1). The last two results strengthen previous ones in L-5, 
Theorem 4.21 and [6, Proposition 5.11 respectively, obtained for bQ 
locally m-convex *-algebras (cf. also Scholium 3.1). 
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. 1 
A locally m-convex (lmc) *-algebra is a topological algebra E, with an 
involution *, whose topology is defined by a family (p,), c1 E A, of *-preser- 
ving submultiplicative seminorms. If in addition E is complete with the 
property p,(x*x) = p,(x)*, x E E, c1 E A, E is called a locally C*-algebra (cf. 
also [7, Definition 2.21). In the latter case, if (E,) is the projective system 
of Banach *-algebras corresponding to E (: E, is the completion of the nor- 
med algebra E/N,, N, = ker(p,), with norm 0,(x,) = p,(x), x, = x + N, E 
E/N,, c1 E A [3, lo]) each E, is, in fact, a C*-algebra. 
Now, given an lmc *-algebra E, 9(E) will stand for the continuous 
positive linear forms on E. Each f E 9(E) defines for some LY E A an element 
fMWd withf,(xJ=f( x 1 , x, E E/N, (cf. [S, Theorem 3.11). Thus B(E) 
will denote the non-zero extreme points of Y(E), i.e., the indecomposable 
elements,fof 9(E) with IlfJ = 1. Both P(E) and S?(E) carry the relative 
topology from E[, (: weak topological dual of E). On the other hand, if 
R(E) denotes the continuous *-representations of E in Hilbert spaces 
(indicate by H, the representation space of a cp E R(E)), the subsets of 
R(E) consisting of the topologically, algebraically irreducible *-represen- 
tations of E will be denoted by R’(E), R”(E), respectively. Thus, if R,(E) = 
(‘P E R(E): IIq(x)ll < P,(X), x E E}, LX E A, one has R(E) = U, R,(E) an 
analogous relation being true for R’(E), R”(E), respectively (cf., for 
instance, [S]). Now, each cp E R(E) (resp. R’(E)) defines for some c( E A a 
(Pi E R(E,) (resp. R’(E,)) with cp,(x,) = q(x), x, E E/N,, and vice versa (cf. 
[IS, Proposition 3.51). However, concerning R”(E), one always has the first 
implication, while the other one is true in case E/N,, CLE A, is complete (cf. 
the comments at the beginning of Section 2, as well as Proposition 2.l(iii)). 
Suppose now that E has a bounded approximate identity (bai), that is a 
net (ei)ie, with p,(e,) < 1 for any c( E A, iE Z and lim,(xe,) = x = limi(eix), 
x E E. Then, each f E P(E) defines (GNS-construction [S, Theorem 3.41) a 
qr E R(E) and a cyclic vector t,- E H,, for (Pi, such that 
f(x) = (~.~(4(t.,-)> (f , x E E. (1.1) 
Particularly, f E g(E)- ‘pf E R’(E) [S, Proposition 3.61. Thus if 
9?(E) = R’(E)/-, where “N” means equivalence of representations, one 
gets an onto map 
6,: g(E) -+ W(E): f~ CPJ, (1.2) 
and the final topology zg on B!(E) induced by 6,; L%?(E) equipped with z6 is 
called the space of representations of E [S]. 
Furthermore, one defines the enveloping algebra b(E) of E to be the 
Hausdorff completion of E, = (E, (I,)), where r,(x) = sup{ lIq(x)ll : 
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cp E R,(E)}, x E E. That is, 6(E) E Ez, with I= n, ker(r,), so that B(E) is 
by its definition a locally C*-algebra (cf. [5, Lemma 4.1 as well as 
Definition 4.11). Now, note that each locally C*-algebra possesses a bai 
(cf. [7, Theorem 2.61). 
2 
Let E be a locally C*-algebra and E, (3 E@ @; UZ the complexes) the 
respective unital algebra of E. Then, E, is also a locally C*-algebra, whose 
topology is defined by the family (pr,,) of submultiplicative seminorms 
with ~r+(x, 2) = I/(x,, I)ll., (x, 1) E E,, where II . III is the norm of the 
respective unitization of the C*-algebra E, (cf. [7, Theorem 2.31). 
K. Schmtidgen has proved in [ 12, Folg. 5.43 a useful property for a 
unital locally C*-algebra E, which concerns the completeness of every nor- 
med algebra E/N,, c( E A, corresponding to E. As a matter of fact, the latter 
still holds true without the assumption of the unit (cf. Proposition 2.1). On 
the other hand, it has recently been proved by J. Arahovitis [l, 
Corollary 2.81 that Schmiidgen’s result is valid, even without the 
assumption of the C*-property, at the cost, however, of other restrictions 
on E. One of the consequences of [l] is that for every Frechet lmc 
*-algebra E, the normed algebra E/N,,, n E N, is complete. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let E be a locally F-algebra and E, its respective 
unitization. Then, 
(i) EJN,,, = (E/N,), , u E A, within a topological algebraic 
isomorphism, 
(ii) E/N, = E,, c( E A, i.e., E/N, is complete for every CI E A, 
(iii) cp E R”(E) $ and only if, (pa E R”(E,) for some CI E A. 
Proof. The map El/N,,, -+ (E/N,), : (x, A), = 6, A) + Nl,&++ (x,, A), 
CI E A, is a topological algebraic isomorphism, while the normed algebra 
EIINI,, is complete by [ 12, Folg. 5.41; thus (E/N,), is also complete, 
which implies completeness for E/N,, a E A. Now, according to the com- 
ments of Section 1 referred to R”(E), we only prove the “if’ part of (iii). In 
fact, by [S, Proposition 3.53 cpX ER”(E,), a E A, defines an element cp of 
R(E) such that q(x) = (p%(x,), x E E. Thus, if M is a linear subspace of 
HV( E HVp,) with cp(E)(M)c M, one gets by (ii) that (p,(E,)(M)c M, 
which is a contradiction; hence cp E R”(E). [ 
Statement (ii) (actually via its consequence (iii)) of Proposition 2.1 is, in 
fact, “the key to the proof’ of Kadison’s transitivity theorem in the locally 
m-convex case (Theorem 2.1) but also equally important for the proof of 
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Lemma 2.1 basic to Theorem 2.2, which assumes the identification of the 
topologies zg, z, on a(E), the definition of z, (cf. (2.1)) being, in effect a 
consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Kadison’s transitivity theorem). A continuous *-represen- 
tation on a locally C*-algebra E is topologically irreducible if, and only if, it 
is algebraically irreducible. In other words, R’(E) = R”(E) for every locally 
C*-algebra E. 
Proof: The “if’ part is obvious; we prove the “only if’ one. Let 
cp E R’(E) in such a way that cp # R”(E). Then, by [S, Proposition 3.51 
there is CI EA with cp, E R’(E,), while cpE 4 R”(E,) by Proposition 2.l(iii), 
which, however, is a contradiction to [ 11, Theorem 4.9.101. Hence, 
(PER”(E). 1 
Now, for E a locally C*-algebra, denote by J(E) the set of all primitive 
ideals of E, endowed with the Jacobson (: hull-kernel) topology (cf. 
[4, 3.11). Then, if cp, $ E R’(E) with cp-$, ker(cp) = ker($), where ker(cp), 
ker($) E J(E) by Theorem 2.1 and [ 11, Theorem 2.2.91. Hence, one 
obtains the map 
E : 8(E) -+ J(E): [p] c, ker(cp), (2.1) 
and the initial topology z, on 9(E), induced by E. Theorem 2.2 below 
shows that 7’c = zg on 9(E). 
Remark 2.1. The 7c-open sets of 9(E), E a locally C*-algebra, are of the 
f orm 
W,(E) = { [cpl E W(E): 1 d ker(cp)), 
with I a closed 2-sided ideal of E. In fact, if S is z,-open in 9(E), F= CS is 
z,-closed. Thus, taking the closed 2-sided ideal Z= n {ker(cp): [q] E F} of 
E, one has that F= {[q] E 9(E): Zc ker(cp)}, therefore W,(E) = CF= S. 
On the other hand, note that for each closed 2-sided ideal Z of E, the 
respective r,-open set B,(E) coincides with the subspace B(Z) of (9%‘(E), z,), 
within a homeomorphism. 
The following lemma needed for Theorem 2.2 below, extends to our case 
[4, Theorem 3.4.101. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a locally C*-algebra, [‘I E&?(E) and ScW(E). 
Then, the following are equivalent: 
(i) [p] ES (:7,-closure of S). 
(ii) ker(p)x n {ker(cp): [cp] ES}. 
(iii) Each element f, of B(E) defined by ,a (: f,= (p(x)(l), g), 5 a 
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(cyclic) vector of p in H,) with the property II(f,),ll = 1, for some c( E A (cc 
Section l), belongs to the weak closure of the set P= v {PI-,+,,: [q] E S}, 
where PIv,= (f,,: cp’~ [Iv], li(f,,),lI = 1,for some aeA}. 
Proof It is easily verified that (i) o (ii). 
(ii) * (iii) Call %dE) = ( CqI E ,WE): llcp(x)ll6 P,(X), x E E}; then, 
9(E) = u, %a@) c51, so that S = lJ, S,(E) with S,(E) = S n W,(E), c1 E A. 
Thus, let S(E,) (E, = (Proposition 2.1 (ii)) E/N,, CI E A) be the subset of 
9(E,) defined by S,(E), c( EA (cf. [S, Proposition 3.51). On the other 
hand, by the last reference there is q, E A, such that pL,,~ R’(E,,), with 
&x,,,) = p(x), x,, E E,,. In this concern, (ii) implies 
Besides, considering f, as in (iii), we verify that (f,),,,~f~~, hence [4, 
Theorem 3.4.101 j”JxJ = lim,(fz,)(x,), xEO E E,,, where (f”,,) is a net in 
u &pqj i b,,I E W,,) 1. Th us, one now gets fJx) = lim,(fi)(x), x E E, 
with (j-c) a net in P. 
(iii) * (ii) If f,~ P, f,(x*x) = 0 for every x E n (ker(q): [q] ES>; 
hence, f,(x*x) = 0 by (iii), which yields p(x) = 0. 1 
Regarding the C*-algebras analogue of the next theorem, cf. [4, 
Theorem 3.4.111. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a locally C*-algebra. Then, 
6,: g(E) --f (a(E), z,): SW [q,/l, (2.2) 
is continuous and open. Besides, z, = z6 on 9(E). 
Proof. Let SE 3(E) be r,-closed and Q = 6 - l(S). Then, f E Q implies 
[ cpf] E s = S (Lemma 2.1), hence f E Q; that is, Q is closed. 
Furthermore, let U c a(E) be open and [p] E V= 6( 17). Then 
[p] =6(g), gEU and S-‘(V)=S’(6(U))1U; therefore 6-‘(CV)= 
C(6 - ‘( V)) c CU, which yields that g is not weakly adherent to 6 - ‘( I’), so 
that (Lemma 2.1) [p] $i% Hence, [p] E p, that is I/ is z,-open. 
Now, the definition of z6 (cf. (1.2)) together with the continuity and 
openness of (2.2) give respectively z, < r6 < t,. u 
The next theorem strengthens [S, Theorem 4.21. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let E be an lmc *-algebra with a bai and b(E) its 
enveloping algebra with 99(&‘(E)) locally equicontinuous. Then, 
is a (continuous) open map. 
ProoJ: According to [S, Theorem 4.11 the maps !F SY(d(E)) -+ g(E): 
gw$ f(x) = g(x + I), x + IE E,/I (cf. also Section l), and r: R(I(E)) -+ 
W(E): [q’] H [rp]: q(x) = cp’(x + I), x + IE EJZ, are homeomorphisms, in 
such a way that r 0 ~5~~~) = BE 0 !P, where S8(,,: 9(8(E)) --+ (9(&(E), z, = zs) 
is continuous and open by the preceding theorem. The assertion is now 
clear by the above. 1 
Other cases of openess of JE are considered by Arahovitis in [2]. 
3 
Passing to topological tensor products [9] we first recall the concept of 
an admissible topology [6]. 
Let E, F be lmc *-algebras. A (Hausdorff) topology & on EQ F will be 
called admissible (cf. also [6, Definition 2.11): 
(i) If E@ F equipped with a is an lmc *-algebra. (Denote it by 
E @ 1 F and its completion by E @ ) F). 
(ii) If (qp), /?E& (ky), y~f, are families of *-preserving sub- 
multiplicative seminorms corresponding to F, E && F, respectively, then for 
each y E f there is (a, b) E A x B such that Qx@ y) < p,(x) q8(y) for every 
xQyeEQ,F. 
(iii) If M, N are equicontinuous subsets of E’ (: topological dual of 
E), F, respectively, then M@ N is an equicontinuous subset of (E 0, F)‘. 
The projective tensorial topology 7c [9] is an admissible topology. The 
same holds also true for the projective, injective tensorial lmc 
C*-topologies v, c1 [6]. 
Now, if E, F have bai’s the same also happens for E &,, F (cf. [6, Sec- 
tion 3]), with 4 as before. Thus, taking the canonical injection 
(cf. [6, Theorem 5.1]), one has the following proposition which 
strengthens [6, Proposition 5.11; see also Scholium 3.1 below. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E, F be lmc *-algebras with bai’s and z an 
admissible topology on E@ F. Let also ?#(E 6 t F), 99(&(E)), 39(8(F)) be 
locally equicontinuous. Then, the map (3.1) is continuous. 
Proof According to [6, Theorem 5.21 the local equicontinuity of 
g( E 6 I F) implies the continuity of the map H:9Y(E)xSY(F)+ 
$?(Eb,, F): (f, g)Hf@g; hence, sincemoreover G0(6,x6,)=6,~~,0H, 
GO (6, x 6,) is clearly continuous. Thus, the assertion now follows by [8, 
p. 95, Theorems 8, 91, since 6,x 6, is continuous and open by 
Theorem 2.3. 1 
SCHOLIUM 3.1. The definition of the enveloping algebra B(E) of an lmc 
*-algebra E with a bai is realized by the construction of an lmc 
C*-topology on E given by the family (r,) (cf., for instance, Section 1) and 
being, in fact, coarser than the original lmc *-topology given by (p,) 
(: Y, <pa for every c( E A [S, Section 43). Thus, having the local equicon- 
tinuity of S?(E 6, F) in Proposition 3.1, one gets the local equicontinuity 
of B(&( E)), @d(F)) by assuming moreover the barrelledness of E,, E; 
respectively. In fact, the local equicontinuity of 9S(E 6 1 F) implies that one 
of B(E), g(F) (cf. [6, Theorem 5.2]), which combined with the barrelled- 
ness of E,, F, gives the desired result (cf. [2, Corollary 2.61). 
On the other hand, the local equicontinuity of 98(&(E)) always implies 
that of g(E). This is partly based on the following general result: Let E be 
an lmc *-algebra and E its completion. Then, B(E) = S?(E), within a con- 
tinuous bijection. If in particular, &I(E) is locally equicontinuous, the last 
relation holds true within a homeomorphism. In this case, 9?(E) is locally 
equicontinuous if, and only if, B(E) has this property. The proof of this 
result is quite similar to that one of the analogous result concerning spectra 
of topological algebras (cf. [9, Chapter III, Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.1 I). 
Thus, the local equicontinuity of Af(eY(E)) is equivalent with that of 
B(E,/I) and since 5!?I(E,) = ,@(E,/I) within a homeomorphism (cf. [S, proof 
of Theorem 4.1]), one finally gets the local equicontinuity of W(E,), which 
implies that of B?(E) since rr d pa for every a E A. The sets B(E,), B(E) are, 
of course, the same as this follows by the last inequality and [S, Lem- 
ma 3.3(ii)]. 
Furthermore, regarding the continuity of the map H mentioned in the 
proof of Proposition 3.1, this can also be proved under the weaker 
hypothesis of the local equicontinuity of W(E), &t(F) when the algebras 
considered are unital (cf. [6, comments following Theorem 5.21). Thus, by 
the above, one gets the next alternative of Proposition 3.1: 
Let E, F be unital lmc *-algebras, in such a way that g(b(E)), g(b(F)) 
are locally equicontinuous. Let also 4 be an admissible topology on E Q F. 
Then, the map (3.1) is continuous. 
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Now, coming to the properties of G (cf. (3.1)), we note that it also 
becomes a homeomorphism, under suitable conditions on E, F. For 
instance, in case either of E, F is of type Z, G is onto [6, Theorem 5.11, 
while G has a continuous inverse [6, Theorem 5.3, Corollary 5.11 when 
&T(E), I(F) are barrelled Q-algebras (i.e., E, F are 6Q Zmc *-algebras [S, 
Definition 4.21). 
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